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Abstract
We study the dynamics of false vacuum bubbles in the Brans-Dicke theory of gravity by
using the thin shell or thin wall approximation. We consider a false vacuum bubble that has a
different value for the Brans-Dicke field between the inside false vacuum region and the outside
true vacuum region. Within a certain limit of field values, the difference of field values makes
the effective tension of the shell negative. This allows new expanding false vacuum bubbles to
be seen by the outside observer, which are disallowed in Einstein gravity.
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1 Introduction
One of the most important intuitions into the nature of gravity would have to be Mach’s principle.
Mach argued that the inertial properties and the gravitational properties of an object are determined
by the general mass distribution of the entire universe. Mach’s speculation leads to the idea that
the gravitation constant G may change with time due to the time dependence of the density and
the size of the universe. Dirac suggested another alternative, that G can vary with time in his large
number hypothesis: G ∝ 1/t. In his hypothesis, he noticed that there are coincidences among very
large dimensionless numbers. In Dirac’s cosmology, the reason for these large values is simply the
fact that the universe is old [1].
A more theoretically reliable and one of the most studied modified theories of gravity may be
the Brans-Dicke theory [2]. Brans and Dicke introduced a scalar field Φ that is related to gravity
by G = 1/Φ and suggested the following Lagrangian:
L = 1
16π
(
ΦR− ω
Φ
gαβ∇αΦ∇βΦ
)
, (1)
where R is the Ricci scalar, Φ is the Brans-Dicke field, and ω is the Brans-Dicke coupling constant.
Although the Brans-Dicke theory was inspired by Mach’s principle, in fact, the theory has deep
fundamental bases in fields from string theory to cosmology. For example, the Brans-Dicke theory
with ω = −1 limit can be obtained in a weak coupling limit of dilaton gravity, in which the dilaton
field is a direct consequence of string theory [3]. Also, the Brans-Dicke theory can be obtained in
a weak field limit of the Randall-Sundrum model [4], where ω is sufficiently large on the positive
tension brane and ω & −1.5 on the negative tension brane [5, 6]. Moreover, the Brans-Dicke
field can violate the null energy condition. Thus, it is useful in studying the exotic matter that
allows wormhole geometry [7]. In cosmology, there has been some discussion to the effect that the
Brans-Dicke field can be a candidate for dark matter or dark energy [8].
In this paper, we study the dynamics of false vacuum bubbles in the Brans-Dicke theory using
the thin shell or thin wall approximation [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. The dynamics of bubbles in
the Brans-Dicke theory using the thin shell approximation have already been discussed by some
authors [16]. However, the previous authors considered cases in which the Brans-Dicke field becomes
continuous around the shell. It is obviously true that the field value should be continuous; however,
if the field varies on the shell and the shell is sufficiently thin, field values of the inside and the outside
of the shell do not necessarily have to be the same [10, 12]. In this paper, we allow discontinuous
field values between the inside and the outside of the shell, while maintaining the condition of the
thin shell approximation.
In Brans-Dicke theory, the strength of gravity can be tuned by the Brans-Dicke field Φ. We
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will tune the gravity of the inside of the shell, while that of the outside will be Einstein gravity.
One possible expectation is that the difference of the Brans-Dicke field can violate the null energy
condition [17]. A similar situation was studied by previous authors using a non-minimally coupled
scalar field. In [18], the authors obtained an expanding false vacuum bubble without the initial sin-
gularity after a nucleation [19]. In those works, the effective gravitation constant is still maintained
as positive, even if the effective tension is negative. On the other hand, the effect of non-minimal
coupling is interpreted as an additional positive tension on the shell of a true vacuum bubble. The
additional tension due to the non-minimal coupling is changed dynamically in the case of massive
true vacuum bubbles. In this case, there exists a bound type solution, which contracts and even-
tually collapses to a black hole [20]. The breathing false vacuum bubble has also been studied and
the possible origins of the energy contents of thin shells has been discussed [21].
In the original Brans-Dicke theory, the Brans-Dicke field does not have a potential term. Thus,
it is difficult to obtain a stable de Sitter space [22]. In this paper, we introduce a potential of the
Brans-Dicke field. This potential makes it possible to find a field configuration in which the inside
of the shell is a stable de Sitter space while the outside is a stable Schwarzschild space. By tuning
the Brans-Dicke field, we can make the gravitation of the inside of the bubble relatively weaker or
stronger than that of the outside. This can give a negative tension to the shell. Then, the negative
tension allows new solutions that were disallowed in Einstein gravity [12, 13]. The new solutions
include an expanding solution for the outside observer. Since the null energy condition is violated,
the initial state of the bubble does not necessarily have to be unbuildable [23, 24, 25].
This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we derive the junction conditions in the Brans-
Dicke theory of gravity by following the method used in [15]; in Section 3, the dynamics of false
vacuum bubbles are studied and their causal structures are classified; and in Section 4, we discuss
the physical meaning of new solutions and their physical implications.
2 The equation of motion of thin shells
2.1 Field equations and junction conditions in Brans-Dicke theory
To describe a space-time with two qualitatively different domains and the transition region is
relatively thinner than domains, one may describe such system by two distinct strategies. The
intuitive approach is this: first calculate a continuous field combination between two domains, and
second approximate the transition region as a physical object, e.g., a thin shell. However, the
technically simple approach is this: consider two discontinuous domains and input a domain wall
as an independent object. The first approach is physically correct, but it is equivalent with the
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second approach when the transition region is sufficiently thinner than each domains so that the
transition region behaves as a physical object. In this limit, we can consider domain walls or thin
shells by a Nambu-Goto type action and this method was already applied by previous authors [15].
In this paper, we consider a space-time that is separated by a thin shell into two distinct four-
dimensional regions, M+ (outside) and M− (inside), with boundaries, Σ+ and Σ−, respectively.
To obtain a single glued space-timeM =M+ ∪M−, we demand that the boundaries be identified
as follows: Σ+ = Σ− = Σ. This system can be obtained after the nucleation of a false vacuum
bubble in the Brans-Dicke theory of gravity. Actually, the Brans-Dicke field and the scalar field are
continuous from inside to outside through the wall or shell. In the shell, the fields vary continuously
between the true and false vacuum states [26]. After the nucleation of a vacuum bubble we may
employ the thin shell approximation [10]. In the approximation, the shell can be considered as
a singular surface in the sense that a non-vanishing surface energy density exists. In this paper,
we will consider the system employed the thin shell approximation after the nucleation of a false
vacuum bubble.
Let us consider the following action of Brans-Dicke theory with a potential term and a matter
field:
S =
∫
M
√−gd4x
[
1
16π
(
ΦR− ωgαβ∇αΦ∇βΦ
Φ
− V1(Φ)
)
− 1
2
∇αφ∇αφ− V2(φ)
]
+
∮
Σ
√
−hd3x
[
Φ(K −Ko)
8π
− Uˆ1(Φ)− Uˆ2(φ)
]
, (2)
where g ≡ detgµν , Φ is the Brans-Dicke field, R is the Ricci curvature scalar, ω is the dimensionless
Brans-Dicke coupling constant, K and Ko are traces of the extrinsic curvatures of Σ in the metric
gµν and ηµν , respectively, V1,2 are potentials that couple to the Brans-Dicke field and the matter
field, and the second term on the right-hand side has the boundary term [27] of Brans-Dicke theory
and a Nambu-Goto type action on the shell. Here, we use coordinates (x0, x1, x2, η) where Σ is the
surface with the parameter η = η¯ and hµν is the three-metric which is defined on Σ. Uˆ1(Φ) and
Uˆ2(φ) are functions of Φ and φ on the wall, respectively. They are continuously connected with
the field in each bulk space-time. Note that the cases of Einstein gravity with minimal coupling
[9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15] and non-minimal coupling [18, 19, 20] have been studied.
We vary the action to obtain metric junction conditions. The variation of the first term in the
Brans-Dicke action for the bulk sideM± gives∫
M
d4xδ
[√−gΦR] = ∫
M
√−gd4x
[
RδΦ+ Φ
(
Rµν − 1
2
gµνR
)
δgµν − (∇µ∇νΦ− gµν∇α∇αΦ)δgµν
]
+
∮
Σ
√
−hd3x [(∇µδgαν −∇αδgµν) + (δgµν∇αΦ− δgαν∇µΦ)]Φnαhµν , (3)
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and the variation of the second term gives∫
M
d4xδ
[√−g ω
Φ
∇αΦ∇αΦ
]
=
∫
M
√−gd4x
[ ω
2Φ
gµν∇αΦ∇αΦ− ω
Φ
∇µΦ∇νΦ
]
δgµν
+
∫
M
√−gd4x
[
2ω
Φ
∇α∇αΦ− ω
Φ2
∇α∇αΦ
]
δΦ
− 2
∮
Σ
√
−hd3x
[
1
Φ
∇αΦ
]
ωnαδΦ, (4)
where a unit normal vector nα points in the direction of increasing η if Σ is time-like and nα is
future-directed if Σ is space-like. The variation of the boundary term in the Brans-Dicke theory
gives ∮
Σ
d3xδ[
√
−hΦK] =
∮
Σ
√
−hd3x
[
KδΦ+ Φ(
1
2
Khµνδgµν −Kµνδgµν − hµνnα∇µδgαν
+
hµν
2
nα∇αδgµν + 1
2
Knµnνδgµν)
]
, (5)
and the variation of the wall action gives
∮
Σ
d3xδ[
√
−h(Uˆ1(Φ) + Uˆ2(φ))] =
∮
Σ
√
−hd3x
[
hµν
2
(Uˆ1 + Uˆ2)δgµν +
(
dUˆ1
dΦ
δΦ+
dUˆ2
dφ
δφ
)]
. (6)
Here, the normal vector can be defined as follows:
nαnα ≡ ǫ =

 −1 if Σ is space-like,+1 if Σ is time-like. (7)
The relation with the metric is gµν = hµν + ǫnµnν .
Now we summarize all equations and junction conditions of the Brans-Dicke theory.
1. The bulk Einstein equations are
Rµν − 1
2
gµνR =
8π
Φ
(
TBDµν + T
M
µν
)
, (8)
where TBDµν is the energy-momentum tensor of the Brans-Dicke field
TBDµν =
1
8π
[
ω
Φ
(
∇µΦ∇νΦ− 1
2
gµν∇αΦ∇αΦ
)
+ (∇µ∇νΦ− gµν∇α∇αΦ)
]
− gµν V1(Φ)
16π
, (9)
and TMµν is the matter energy-momentum tensor,
TMµν = ∇µφ∇νφ−
1
2
gµν∇αφ∇αφ− gµνV2(φ). (10)
2. The field equation of the Brans-Dicke field on the bulk is
∇α∇αΦ = 8π
2ω + 3
TM +
1
2ω + 3
(
Φ
dV1(Φ)
dΦ
− 2V1(Φ)
)
, (11)
where TM = TMαα.
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3. The field equation of the scalar field on the bulk is
1√−g∂µ[
√−ggµν∂νφ] = dV2(φ)
dφ
. (12)
4. The boundary condition of the Brans-Dicke field at the thin shell is
lim
ǫ→0
[
2ω
Φ
nα∇αΦ− 2K
]
η=η¯+ǫ
− lim
ǫ→0
[
2ω
Φ
nα∇αΦ− 2K
]
η=η¯−ǫ
= −16πdUˆ1
dΦ
. (13)
5. The boundary condition of the scalar field at the thin shell is
lim
ǫ→0
[nα∇αφ]η=η¯+ǫ − lim
ǫ→0
[nα∇αφ]η=η¯−ǫ = −
dUˆ2
dφ
. (14)
6. The modified Lanczos equation, i.e., the junction condition of the shell, is given by
lim
ǫ→0
[Φ(Kµν −Khµν) + 2Φnα∇αΦhµν ]η=η¯+ǫ − limǫ→0 [Φ(Kµν −Khµν) + 2Φn
α∇αΦhµν ]η=η¯−ǫ
= 8π(Uˆ1 + Uˆ2)hµν . (15)
Here we adopt the notations and sign conventions that were used in [28]. The sign arises
because we have chosen the convention that nα points towards the region of increasing η. The η¯ is
the location of the hypersurface. The signs (+) and (−) represent exterior and interior space-time,
respectively.
After plugging Equation (13) into Equation (15), the junction condition becomes
Φ+K
+
µν − Φ−K−µν = −4π(Uˆ1 + Uˆ2)hµν −
(
Φ+
dΦ+
dη
− Φ− dΦ−
dη
)
hµν . (16)
This condition connects the difference of embedding of Σ between two space-times through the
energy-momentum tensor of Σ. We will give the equation of motion of the shell in the next section.
We take Uˆ1 as a constant σ1 which may be a function of ω [16]; Uˆ2 is also a constant σ2, which
may be a function of ω and Φ, and σ1 + σ2 = σ. Actually, σ is from the contribution of the shell
as surface energy density in a bounce solution. In the shell, the field varies continuously between
the true and the false vacuum states. If the thickness of the shell is small compared to the radius
of the shell and the other length scales (e.g., the horizon size of the inside de Sitter space l or the
mass size of the outside Schwarzschild space M), we can use the thin shell approximation [10]. In
the framework of junction conditions, we can consider the shell as a singular surface in the sense
that a non-vanishing positive surface energy density or surface tension σ exists. Thus, it becomes
a kind of surface layer. In this paper, we take the energy-momentum tensor as the form
1
Φ
(
TBDµν + T
M
µν
)
= (regular terms) +
1
ΦΣ
Sµνδ(η − η¯), (17)
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where ΦΣ is the value of Φ on the shell and Sµν = −σhµν(xi, η = η¯). The energy-momentum tensor
of the hypersurface can be defined as the integral over the surface Σ in the limit as the thickness ǫ
goes to zero:
1
ΦΣ
Sµν = lim
ǫ→0
∫ η¯+ǫ
η¯−ǫ
1
Φ
(
TBDµν + T
M
µν
)
dη. (18)
The constant of proportionally in the shell action becomes σ(= Uˆ1 + Uˆ2) because the internal
structure of the shell is neglected in the thin shell limit and Sηη = Sηi = 0 in the present work.
Note that the energy-momentum tensor around the shell is approximately (∆Φ/ǫ)2, where ∆Φ is
the difference of the Brans-Dicke field between the inside and the outside. Then, as long as we can
fine-tune the potential, without changing vacuum energy, we can freely choose the tension of the
shell σ, which is approximately ∆Φ2/ǫ. However, in this paper, we will fix the size of ∆Φ, and,
hence, the choice of the tension of the shell may have a certain limitation to hold the thin shell
condition.
2.2 The equation of motion of false vacuum bubbles
We assume the following field configurations for the inside and the outside of the shell, where R
and T are coordinates of the radius and the time with spherical symmetry, τ is the proper time
measured by an observer at rest with respect to the shell and r(τ) is the proper circumferential
radius of Σ:
1. The potential of the Brans-Dicke field V1(Φ):
V1(Φ) =

 0 Φ = 1,Λ1 Φ = Φ−. (19)
2. The potential of the scalar field V2(φ):
V2(φ) =

 0 φ = 0,Λ2 φ = φ0. (20)
We choose these shapes of potentials to make the outside a true vacuum with Φ = 1, while
the inside is a false vacuum with Φ = Φ−. See Figure 1.
3. The Brans-Dicke field:
Φ(R, T ) =

 1 R > r(τ),Φ− R < r(τ). (21)
4. The scalar field:
φ(R, T ) =

 0 R > r(τ),φ0 R < r(τ). (22)
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Λ1
1Φ-<1 Φ->1
V1(Φ)
Φ
Λ2
ϕ0
V2(ϕ)
ϕ0
Figure 1: Required potential V1(Φ) and V2(φ).
Using these configurations, we induce a false vacuum region inside the shell. Due to the
Brans-Dicke field, the strength of gravity is different between the inside and the outside of
the shell.
These constant field configurations can be shown to be a solution of field equations (Equa-
tions (11) and (12)), if the following condition is satisfied:
V ′1(Φ−) =
32πΛeff
Φ−
, (23)
where
Λeff =
Λ1
16π
+ Λ2 ≡ 3
8πl2
. (24)
We can check that the following are solutions of Einstein equations in the inside and the outside
of the shell:
ds2 = −f±(R)dT 2 + dR
2
f±(R)
+R2dΩ2, (25)
where
f+ = 1− 2M
R
, (26)
and
f− = 1− R
2
l2Φ−
. (27)
Here, the induced metric on the shell can be written as
dS2Σ = −dτ2 + r2(τ)dΩ2. (28)
Since the induced metric must be the same on both sides of the shell, the following relation should
be satisfied: 1 = f±T˙
2 − f−1± R˙2, where the dot is a derivation with respect to τ .
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With the ansatz, the second term on the right hand side of Equation (16) vanishes because dΦ+
dη
and dΦ−
dη
vanish in the exterior and interior space-time of the shell, respectively in this paper. The
junction condition Equation (16) simplifies to
K+ij − Φ−K−ij = −4πσδij. (29)
Because of spherical symmetry, the extrinsic curvature has only two components, Kθθ ≡ Kφφ and
Kττ . The junction equation is related to K
θ
θ and the covariant acceleration in the normal direction
is related to Kττ .
The equation of motion for the shell, Equation (29), becomes
ǫ−Φ−
√
r˙2 + f− − ǫ+
√
r˙2 + f+ = 4πrσ, (30)
or, equivalently,
ǫ−
√
r˙2 + f− − ǫ+
√
r˙2 + f+ = 4πr(σ + σ¯), (31)
where
σ¯ = ǫ−
1− Φ−
4πr
√
r˙2 + f− (32)
represents the effect on the surface tension due to non-minimal coupling of the Brans-Dicke field.
ǫ± are +1 if the normal vector on the shell is pointing towards increasing r and −1 if towards
decreasing r [12].
After squaring twice, we can get the equation as follows:
1
2
r˙2 + Veff(r) = 0, (33)
where the effective potential is
V
(1,2)
eff (r) =
B ±√B2 −AC
2A
, (34)
with
A = (Φ2− − 1)2, (35)
B = (Φ2− + 1)(Φ
2
−f− + f+ − 16π2σ2r2)− 2Φ2−(f+ + f−), (36)
C = (Φ2−f− + f+ − 16π2σ2r2)2 − 4Φ2−f+f−. (37)
Since B < 0, in the Einstein limit (Φ− = 1), V
(1)
eff will converge to the Einstein limit
V Eeff(r) =
C
4B
, (38)
while V
(2)
eff diverges to −∞.
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3 Dynamics of false vacuum bubbles in Brans-Dicke theory
In this section, we study the dynamics of false vacuum bubbles. To define an effective potential, we
consider four free parameters as follows: the size of the cosmological horizon of the inside de Sitter
space l, the mass of the outside Schwarzschild space M , the tension σ, and the Brans-Dicke field of
the inside Φ−. For convenience, we choose l = 2. To test a positive M case, we choose M = 0.5 so
that the size of the event horizon will be 2M = 1; also, we test M = 0 case. The sign of σ¯ depends
on the sign of 1 − Φ−; hence, we observed two cases Φ− > 1 and Φ− < 1. σ should be chosen to
hold the thin shell approximation condition ǫ ∼ (∆Φ)2/σ ≪ l,M .
3.1 Conditions and results
First, we test the Φ− > 1 case. We used l = 2, M = 0.5, σ = 0.01, and ∆Φ = 0.001 (i.e.,
Φ− = 1.001) so that
ǫ ∼ (∆Φ)
2
σ
∼ 10−4 ≪ 1 ∼ l,M. (39)
Hence, the thin shell approximation holds for these parameters.
We observe effective potentials V
(1)
eff , V
(2)
eff , and V
E
eff (Figure 2). V
(1)
eff and V
E
eff are similar around
V (r) ∼ 0. If we observe more overall structures (lower right in Figure 2), we can see a difference
between V
(1)
eff and V
E
eff . V
(1)
eff will end at a non-zero radius, since B
2−AC becomes negative around
there. Around that point, V
(2)
eff begins to decrease and decreases to negative infinity.
Also, we test l = 2, M = 0.5, σ = 0.1, and ∆Φ = 0.001 (i.e., Φ− = 1.001) so that
ǫ ∼ (∆Φ)
2
σ
∼ 10−5 ≪ 1 ∼ l,M. (40)
Here, we observed V
(1)
eff and V
(2)
eff again (Figure 3). The effective potential V
(1)
eff is a convex function,
while V
(2)
eff is a monotone function (Figure 4).
Second, we test the Φ− < 1 case. We used l = 2, M = 0.5, σ = 0.01, and ∆Φ = 0.001 (i.e.,
Φ− = 0.999). We observe effective potentials V
(1)
eff and V
(2)
eff , as shown in Figure 5. Also, we test
l = 2, M = 0.5, σ = 0.1, and ∆Φ = 0.001 (i.e., Φ− = 0.999), as shown in Figure 6. The effective
potentials V
(1,2)
eff are convex functions (lower right of Figure 5).
Φ− = 1.001 > 1 Φ− = 0.999 < 1 Φ− = 1.01 > 1
σ 0.01 0.1 0.01 0.1 0.01
M 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0
Table 1: Initial conditions we used in this paper.
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Veff
(1)
Veff
(2)
Veff
(1)
r
Veff
E
r
Veff
(2)
r
Veff
(1,2)
r
Figure 2: The effective potentials V
(1)
eff (upper left), V
E
eff (upper right), V
(2)
eff (lower left), and V
(1,2)
eff
(lower right) for the l = 2, M = 0.5, σ = 0.01, and Φ = 1.001 case.
Veff
(1)
r
Veff
(2)
r
Figure 3: The effective potentials V
(1)
eff (left) and V
(2)
eff (right) for the l = 2, M = 0.5, σ = 0.1, and
∆Φ = 0.001 case.
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Figure 4: The typical shapes of the effective potentials V
(1)
eff and V
(2)
eff for the Φ− > 1. There is a
minimal radius beyond which the thin shell approximation is not well-defined.
These effective potentials allow a collapsing solution or an expanding solution. Then, there are
basically five possibilities: (a) from expanding to collapsing, (b) from collapsing to expanding, (c)
from collapsing to collapsing, (d) from expanding to expanding, and (e) a static solution in an
unstable equilibrium. (a) and (b) are symmetric solutions, whereas (c) and (d) are asymmetric
solutions. For simplicity, we omit the unstable equilibrium case (e). Note that V
(2)
eff is only for
asymmetric solutions.
3.2 Determination of ǫ± and the effective tensions
Using the information for effective potentials, we know information for r˙2. Now we have to know
further about the sign of ǫ± to determine causal structures. Especially, the sign of ǫ− is not entirely
clear since it is combined with σ¯. As in Einstein gravity, we define the effective extrinsic curvatures
by the following form [12, 13, 25]:
β
(i)
− =
f− − f+ + 16π2σ(i)eff
2
r2
8πrσ
(i)
eff
= ±
√
−2V (i)eff + f− (41)
and
β
(i)
+ =
f− − f+ − 16π2σ(i)eff
2
r2
8πrσ
(i)
eff
= ±
√
−2V (i)eff + f+, (42)
where we define the effective tension
σ
(i)
eff = σ + σ¯
(i), (43)
and i = 1, 2 denotes the index of the effective potential V
(1)
eff or V
(2)
eff . The effective extrinsic
curvatures do not give direct results for the sign of each root because σeff already contains ǫ−.
However, if we know ǫ−, then we can easily determine ǫ+ from the sign of β+.
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Veff
(1)
r
Veff
(2)
r
Veff
(2)
r
height can be changed
Veff
(1)
r
Veff
(2)
Veff
(1)
Veff
(2)
Figure 5: The effective potentials V
(1)
eff (upper left), V
(2)
eff (upper right), V
(1,2)
eff (lower left), and their
typical shapes (lower right) for the l = 2, M = 0.5, σ = 0.01, and Φ = 0.999 case.
Veff
(1)
r
Veff
(2)
r
Figure 6: The effective potentials V
(1)
eff (left) and V
(2)
eff (right) for the l = 2, M = 0.5, σ = 0.1, and
∆Φ = 0.999 case.
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First, we summarize the sign of each root for the inside and the outside of the effective potentials
when the effective tensions are always positive.
• r ∼ 0 limit
– β− is always positive.
– β+ is always positive.
• r →∞ limit
– β− can be positive or negative for a choice of parameters.
– β+ is always negative.
Now we briefly summarize how to determine the sign of ǫ−.
1. For the V
(1)
eff case, the sign ǫ± will follow the Einstein limit.
Then, for σ = 0.01, as mentioned in the previous paragraph, the symmetric collapsing solution
is ǫ− = 1 and the symmetric repulsing solution is ǫ− = −1. For σ = 0.1,
√
r˙2 + f− always
has non-zero values, as shown in Figures 8 and 10, and then asymmetric solutions are ǫ− = 1
since β
(1)
− cannot change its sign.
If the effective tension σ
(1)
eff under previous choices is always positive, our conclusion is self-
consistent. We can check from the effective tensions in Figures 11, 12, 13, and 14.
2. For the V
(2)
eff case, it is entirely unclear whether it will follow the Einstein limit or not. To
figure out ǫ±, we must first observe whether
√
r˙2 + f± become 0 or not. If they do not become
0, they will maintain their signs.
This can be confirmed by looking at the lower left and right of Figures 7, 8, 9, and 10.
3. Then, first choose ǫ−, and insert it into σ
(2)
eff . Then, observe β
(2)
± ; if they change their signs,
the original choice of ǫ− was inconsistent. Using this method, we can find a consistent ǫ−.
If we choose ǫ− = +1 for the Φ > 1 case and ǫ− = −1 for the Φ < 1 case, we can see that
β
(2)
− has consistent signs (Figures 11, 12, 13, and 14). However, if we choose opposite signs
for each case, β
(2)
− will change their signs and this situation is inconsistent (Figure 15).
Note that, for V
(2)
eff , some cases allow a negative tension, as can be seen in the lower right of
Figure 11, the lower right of Figure 12, the lower right of Figure 13, and the lower right of Figure 14.
These situations correspond to the violation of the null energy condition. Then, the violation of the
null energy condition will give new causal structures that were disallowed in pure Einstein theory.
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r[-2Veff+f-]1/2(1)
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[-2Veff+f+]1/2(1)
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r r
Figure 7:
√
r˙2 + f− =
√
−2V (1)eff + f− (upper left),
√
−2V (1)eff + f+ (upper right),
√
−2V (2)eff + f−
(lower left), and
√
−2V (2)eff + f+ (lower right) for the l = 2, M = 0.5, σ = 0.01, and Φ = 1.001 case.
r
[-2Veff+f-]1/2(1)
r
[-2Veff+f+]1/2(1)
[-2Veff+f-]1/2(2) [-2Veff+f+]1/2
(2)
r r
Figure 8:
√
−2V (1)eff + f− (upper left),
√
−2V (1)eff + f+ (upper right),
√
−2V (2)eff + f− (lower left),
and
√
−2V (2)eff + f+ (lower right) for the l = 2, M = 0.5, σ = 0.1, and Φ = 1.001 case.
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Figure 9:
√
r˙2 + f− =
√
−2V (1)eff + f− (upper left),
√
−2V (1)eff + f+ (upper right),
√
−2V (2)eff + f−
(lower left), and
√
−2V (2)eff + f+ (lower right) for the l = 2, M = 0.5, σ = 0.01, and Φ = 0.999 case.
r
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r
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Figure 10:
√
−2V (1)eff + f− (upper left),
√
−2V (1)eff + f+ (upper right),
√
−2V (2)eff + f− (lower left),
and
√
−2V (2)eff + f+ (lower right) for the l = 2, M = 0.5, σ = 0.1, and Φ = 0.999 case.
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(2)
σeff
(1)
r
r
σeff
(2)
r
ß-,+
(1)
Figure 11: Effective extrinsic curvatures β
(1)
± (upper left) change their sign from + to −. Upper
right is β
(2)
± , while two curves are folded. The effective tension σ
(1)
eff (lower left) is always positive.
The effective tension σ
(2)
eff approaches a negative value. Here, l = 2, M = 0.5, σ = 0.01, and
Φ = 1.001. Note that we do not plot 1.4 . r . 1.8 for V
(1)
eff because the region is not allowed.
ß-,+
(1)
r
r
r
r
ß-,+
(2)
σeff
(1)
σeff
(2)
Figure 12: Effective extrinsic curvatures β
(1)
± (upper left, the upper curve is β
(1)
− ) and β
(2)
± (upper
right, two curves are folded). Effective tensions σ
(1)
eff (lower left) and σ
(2)
eff (right) are plotted. Here,
l = 2, M = 0.5, σ = 0.1, and Φ = 1.001.
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σeff
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σeff
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Figure 13: Effective extrinsic curvatures β
(1)
± (upper left) change their sign from + to −. Upper
right is β
(2)
± , while two curves are folded. The effective tension σ
(1)
eff (lower left) is always positive.
The effective tension σ
(2)
eff changes the value from a negative value to a positive value. Here, l = 2,
M = 0.5, σ = 0.01, and Φ = 0.999. Note that we do not plot 1.4 . r . 1.8 for V
(1)
eff because the
region is not allowed.
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ß-,+
(1)
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(2)
σeff
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σeff
(2)
Figure 14: Effective extrinsic curvatures β
(1)
± (upper left, the upper curve is β
(1)
− ) and β
(2)
± (upper
right, two curves are folded). Effective tensions σ
(1)
eff (lower left) and σ
(2)
eff (right) are plotted. Here,
l = 2, M = 0.5, σ = 0.1, and Φ = 0.999.
ß-,+
(2)
r
r
ß-,+
(2)
Figure 15: Wrong choices of ǫ− change the sign of β
(2)
± . Left is for l = 2, M = 0.5, σ = 0.01, and
Φ = 1.001 and right is for l = 2, M = 0.5, σ = 0.01, and Φ = 0.999.
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3.3 Classification of causal structures
If Φ− > 1, for small r, there is a radius bound inside of the Schwarzschild radius where the
thin shell bubble is not allowed. One may interpret this by saying that if the radius of the shell
becomes smaller than the region, the shell should collapse to a singularity, although the thin shell
approximation is no more than a good approximation for the region and hence the inside bubble
may become an unstable one.
Using the information on the signs of ǫ±, we finally classify the causal structures. The following
are general rules to determine causal structures [12, 13, 25]:
• r ∼ 0 limit
– If β
(i)
− is positive, the outward-pointed normal has to point toward larger r; when the
shell touches r ∼ 0 in the de Sitter space, the shell has to touch the left boundary. If
β
(i)
− is negative, the shell has to touch the right boundary.
– If β
(i)
+ is positive, when the shell touches r ∼ 0 in the Schwarzschild space, the shell
starting towards the right from the past singularity or moving towards the left before
hitting the future singularity is allowed. If β
(i)
+ is negative, the opposite behavior will be
obtained.
• r →∞ limit
– If β
(i)
− is negative, the shell starts from the past infinity towards the right and ends at
the future infinity veering left. If β
(i)
− is positive, the opposite behavior will be obtained.
– If β
(i)
+ is negative, when the shell expands, the shell has to touch the left boundary. If
β
(i)
+ is positive, when the shell expands, the shell has to touch the right boundary.
Φ− > 1 Φ− < 1
r ∼ 0 r →∞ r ∼ 0 r →∞
β
(1)
+ + − + −
β
(1)
− + ∓ + ∓
β
(2)
+ + + − −
β
(2)
− + + − −
Table 2: Summary of the signs of our initial conditions. For ∓, the − sign is for σ = 0.01 and the
+ sign is for σ = 0.1.
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Figure 16: Solutions of the thin shell approximation (symmetric cases). Here, the black shadow
region is the radius bound of the Φ− > 1 case.
First, let us classify the symmetric solutions. The left diagram of Figure 16 is for the de Sitter
space, and the right diagram is for the Schwarzschild space. For a collapsing case, dSA or dSD are
possible; and SchB, SchC, or SchD are possible. Also, for an expanding case, dSB or dSC are possible;
and SchA or SchE are possible. However, according to the behavior of the extrinsic curvatures in
r → 0 or r → ∞ limit, we can remove the solutions of dSD, SchC, and SchE. Also, dSB requires
β− > 0 in the r →∞ limit; however, it requires a sufficiently large tension, and then a symmetric
solution will not be allowed. Therefore, there are three possible solutions: dSA−SchB, dSA−SchD,
and dSC − SchA. However, these solutions are allowed in pure Einstein gravity.
Second, let us classify the asymmetric solutions (Figure 17). The most interesting case is that of
the creation of a bubble universe. In this case, we need to consider the example from an expanding
to an expanding solution. Here, dSE, dSF are allowed and, at that time, SchF is allowed for positive
tensions. SchG is allowed from V
(2)
eff of the Φ− > 1 case, but in this case, β
(2)
− is always positive,
and, hence, dSF corresponds. Also, dSG is allowed by V
(2)
eff of the Φ− < 1 case with negative β
(2)
−
and, at that time, SchH is allowed. Thus we have four possible solutions: dSE − SchF, dSF − SchF,
dSF − SchG, and dSG − SchH.
Solutions dSE−SchG from V (2)eff of the Φ− > 1 case as well as dSG−SchH from V (2)eff of the Φ− < 1
case are new solutions that were disallowed in Einstein gravity. Especially, the former will be useful
to discuss the information loss problem. If the bubble becomes larger than the cosmological horizon
of the inside de Sitter space, it begins to inflate. Then, there should be a neck of a wormhole on the
shell. Although the thin shell approximation cannot describe the throat, it has been demonstrated
by numerical simulations by previous authors [29]. We note the causal structures in Figure 18.
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Figure 17: Solutions of the thin shell approximation (asymmetric cases).
Figure 18: The causal structure of dSF − SchG (left). If we add sufficient energy to the shell, one
can make a black hole and can separate the inside bubble universe from the outside (right).
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Figure 19: The effective potentials V
(1)
eff and V
(2)
eff (left) and effective tensions (right) for the l = 2,
M = 0, σ = 0.01, and Φ = 1.01 case.
flatde Sitter
cosm
ological horizon
dSB
FlatA
Figure 20: Solutions of the thin shell approximation in a flat background. β
(2)
+ is always positive
in r→∞ limit. Therefore, FlatA is allowed for V (2)eff .
3.4 A limiting case: Φ− > 1 and M = 0
As a limiting case, we observe the Φ− > 1 and M = 0 case. We used l = 2, M = 0, σ = 0.01, and
∆Φ = 0.01 (i.e., Φ− = 1.01) so that
ǫ ∼ (∆Φ)
2
σ
∼ 10−2 ≪ 1 ∼ l. (44)
Hence, the thin shell approximation holds for these parameters.
We observed effective potentials V
(1)
eff and V
(2)
eff , and the effective tensions σ
(1)
eff and σ
(2)
eff (Fig-
ure 19). All effective potentials monotonely decrease, so that symmetric bounce solutions are
allowed.
We can think that the signs of ǫ− will follow those of the results of previous sections, ǫ
(1)
− = −1
and ǫ
(2)
− = +1. Also, it is not difficult to check by using small and non-zero M and using the
previous procedures to determine the sign.
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For the potential V
(1)
eff , the effective tension σ
(1)
eff converges to a positive value. Then, in the
flat background, it cannot touch the right boundary. This implies that such a bubble cannot be
described by the thin shell approximation, and that the bubble is unstable [29]. For the potential
V
(2)
eff , the effective tension σ
(2)
eff converges to a negative value. Then, in the flat background, it
can touch the right boundary. Then, we obtain one interesting solution (Figure 20). We obtain
dSB−FlatA since β(2)− is always positive; this was disallowed in pure Einstein gravity with the null
energy condition.
Note that if we choose Φ− < 1, again, only symmetric expanding solutions will be allowed.
However, in this case, β+ should be negative, and, hence, stable solutions are not allowed.
4 Discussion
In this paper, we study the dynamics of false vacuum bubbles in the Brans-Dicke theory using the
thin shell approximation. We considered a false vacuum bubble that has different values of the
Brans-Dicke field between the inside false vacuum region and the outside true vacuum region. We
observed that the Brans-Dicke theory allows two effective potentials; one is similar to that of the
Einstein case while the other has non-trivial properties. Detailed classifications of the extrinsic
curvatures and the causal structures are new to this analysis and were not fully discussed in the
previous work about a non-minimally coupled case [18, 19, 20].
In this paper, the given tension σ is a function of ω. If ω is sufficiently large, we may lose the
condition for the thin shell approximation. (Further studies on the shell where the Brans-Dicke
field smoothly transits from inside to outside will be discussed in the future paper of the authors
[26].) For observational tests, it is known that the value of ω should be greater than 4 × 104 [30].
However, in various physical situations, small ω parameters can be allowed. Even though the small
ω is not for our universe, small ω can be allowed by the fundamental theory [3, 4, 5, 6], and such
small value of ω may have some implications, e.g., a violation of energy conditions or a violation of
unitarity which were impossible in Einstein gravity. Moreover, even in the presence of small ω, it
may be possible to find a viable model for our observational tests [31].
Within a certain limit of field values, the difference of field values makes the effective tension of
the shell negative and induces a violation of the null energy condition. This allows new expanding
solutions, which were disallowed in Einstein gravity, that reach the outside of a Schwarzschild
wormhole (Figure 16, 17, and 20) [12, 13, 25], especially, dSF−SchG for potential V (2)eff with Φ− > 1.
The physical meaning is that a small false vacuum bubble expands forever but the bubble is outside
of a Schwarzschild black hole. If the bubble becomes larger than the cosmological horizon of the
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inside de Sitter space, it begins to inflate and there should be a future infinity that is separated
from the outside space (Figure 18).
If these bubbles are able to be prepared by physical processes, it can cause a violation of unitarity
or a loss of information. One question is whether the initial states can be prepared or not. If we
assume Einstein gravity, global hyperbolicity, and the null energy condition, an initial state of an
inflating space cannot be geodesically complete along the past direction [23]. Hence, the initial
condition requires more than general relativity [13, 24, 25]. However, for our new solutions, the
previous argument cannot have this implication, since the bubbles violate the null energy condition.
Therefore, there is no reason to believe that the bubbles are unbuildable.
Thus, if one accepts that our new expanding bubble solutions are allowed so that the solutions
can violate unitarity and cause an information loss problem, it will have important implications
[32]. For example, even if the background is an anti de Sitter space or a de Sitter space, as long
as the background cosmological constant is sufficiently small, our results will be maintained. Then,
one may infer that the Brans-Dicke theory in an anti de Sitter or a de Sitter space may violate
unitarity. What is the implication of this situation to the AdS/CFT or dS/CFT correspondence
[33]? What is the implication to the information loss problem of black holes [34]? These problems
remain for future work.
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